
How and to what extent is teachers’ agency hindered or enabled within monastic schools in Mon 
state, Myanmar, and what strategies do they employ to cope with their working conditions? 

1. What is the position of monastic education sector within the broader context of Myanmar society? What is their 
perceived objective? 

2. What are teachers’ motivations and aspirations?

3. How do teachers perceive their position as teachers in a monastic school?  What are their experiences as 
teachers?

4. What strategies have teachers adopted to cope with challenges within the social, cultural and structural working 
conditions of their working context.
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1. BACKGROUND

• Social welfare aspect of monastic education: Over 1500 officially recognized monastic schools providing
education for the poorest school aged children (more than 250,000 children) (CPME, 2014).

• The monastic school system is operated by teachers, important actors from a broader Education and
Development perspective.

• Myanmar’s societal transformations  what happens to the monastic education sector in the future: is it a
dying element in the new Myanmar era or could it actually be a catalyst for the country’s development?
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4. Preliminary findings

Data collection: September 2015 – January 2016

Qualitative Study
Methods: Formal and informal interviews (with
teachers, head monks, civil society actors) and
observations within monastic schools.

# interviews 

(formal)

# interviews 

(informal)

# participants

Phase one 0 7 10

Phase two 5 9 14

Phase three 20 6 26

Phase four 0 6 9

Total 25 21 59
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